"• Power is the ability to get others to do something that they would not otherwise do "

*{Dahl, 1957 #131}

People can easily nominate those who have power and agree on it
Power played a large role in organization theory literature
Distinguish bases of power (attribute) and enactment of power *{Ibarra, 1993 #5269}
Definitions
Narrower than broader idea of social control

{Wrong, 1976 #5724}“Intentional and effective control
by particular agents”

(Pfeffer 1981) Power “Power is not authority. Authority is authorized or legitimated power.
The vesting of control in authorities not only makes the exercise of power less arbitrary and
visible but it also reduces the costs of exercises.”
Definition
"through the influence process, we generate and manage change in the social world"

Intro

{Cialdini, 1998 #4649}

Functional, Structural, Institutional proposed by {Ocasio, 2002 #4545}
rolebased: decision rights, authority
Frameworks

Galunic

structural: tie to another power holder
individual : social skills, expertise
realist / resource
referent power
expert power

Seminal:
Micro-politics
{French, 1959
#184}

Sources of power

reward power
coercive power
legitimate power.

Referent power, involving identification of P with O, will tend to have the broadest range (inst)
Coercion will produce decreased attraction of P toward O and high resistance. (RD)
Reward will result in increased attraction and low resistance (RD)

Critical Perspectives not discussed

Labor process & conflict at workplace *{Bendix, 1956 #52}; {Braverman, 1974 #3903}
Marx

see discussion in Cognition OT about *+{Cyert, 1963 [1992] #126}

Carnegie School: introduce heterogeneity of goals

Political
coalitions
Theories

Functional angle coming from
inducement- contribution
+{Barnard, 1938 #35}
assumption

*{March, 1958 [1993] #337}

actors have various needs, so various inducers
survival of organization depends on reconciliation of diverging needs

*+{Cyert, 1963 [1992] #126} introduce shifting coalitions and importance of slack

see also *+{Cohen, 1972 #114}

Quasi resolution of conflict through sequential attention to goals

Decision making & decision outcome – third model of {Allison 1971 #12}
{Tushman, 1985 #3667}
Punctuated Equilibrium (not micro power!)

CEO succession classic reorganization, but congruent executive change brings
discountinuous change
A model of coalition rearrangement

*+{Emerson,
1962
#161}

Emerson (1962) “The power of an actor A over B is the amount of
resistance on the part of B which can be potentially overcome by A”
A's power
over B is

(1) directly proportional to the importance B places on the goals mediated by A
(2) inversely proportional to the availability of these goals to B outside the A-B relation.

see also exchange theorie (Homans/Blau)

Func Persp
+{Thompson,
1967 #519}

application of such framework: individual seek to maintain
power greater than their dependence, otherwise seek coalitions;
the more uncertainties, the more political positions in the
organization
Bureaucratic Phenomenon {Crozier, 1964 #2528}

Strategic
Contigencies
+{Hickson, 1971
#2863}

Power derives from controlling major
uncertainties (breakage of machine)

power related to ability to cope with uncertainty/criticality
the "lower the substitutability of the activities of the subunit, the greater its power"
workflow centrality is also important
Model: power = cope with critical uncertainty x non-substitutability x importance of contingency

Streams
focus on Critical resources: either in demand, or high motivation

Exchange
Theories

organizations dependent on environment for survival
dependencies create external control situations
asymmetric dependencies create power
power goes to those who control resources
Executive succession as primary mechanism for org. adaptation
Resource

Power is opposite of dependence

Power of A over B is related to dependence of A on B

p

Power is opposite of dependence

Dependence
*+{Pfeffer,
1978
#406}

bargaining
contracting
co-optation
"hierarchical contracts" {Stinchcombe, 1985 #4186}

bridging as solutions to dependence
(see Krollag encyclo for details)

JV
mergers
assos
gov. connections
{Williamson, 1975 #3772}

Variant: TCE where the uncertainty in integrated in a governance structure

Exchange involve various resources, and various level of actors (indiv, org, industries)
A social relationship, therefore influenced by perceptions
*{Cook, 1978 #5351}; +{Cook, 1983 #4816}
Exchange goes way
beyond dyadic
exchange, even if
node is not aware of
its position

*{Marsden, 1982 #5126}

Exclusive access to certain nodes *{Cook, 1978 #5351}

Positional
approach

{Brass, 1992 #2391}, *+{Krackhardt, 1990 #3005}

Centrality bring access and control to resources

in centrality, or asymetry or prestige also strong predictors
Closeness centrality
represent access to
critical resources

informal: Network

{Brass, 2002 #4535}
{Brass, 2002 #4535}

All measures of centrality correlate to power
{Mechanic, 1962 #348}

Betweeness centrality, rediscovering
*+{Burt, 1992 #79}

Structural hole

add all power class Bs2
{Brass, 2002 #4535}

Direction of causality: both ways

*+{Krackhardt, 1990 #3005}

perception of power structure brings power

Structural
Perspective
critique

equity or justice constrain use of power

*{Cook, 1978 #5351}

emergence of interpersonal commitment

very strong

institutionalized
formal
(hierarchical)

authority or legitimate

"The more legitimate the coercion the
less it will produce resistance and
decreased attraction."

{French, 1959 #184}

see milgram
Position in the formal organizational roles as the bases of power {Weber, 1957 #3893}
*{Hambrick, 1984 #226}

TMT a dominant political coalition

Managerial Elite

*{Eisenhardt, 1988 #154}

the stronger the CEO, the greater tendencies of executives to engage in politics
+{Westphal, 1998 #5029}

Board vs. CEO power struggles

Critical
/
Conflict

{Marx, 1867 #4104}

Bureaucracy a means to control workers

*{Bendix, 1956 #52}

Ideology to justify dominance of a few over many others, institutionalized through bureaucracy

{Mills, 1956 #4570}
Power exercised at class level (finance capitalist), against rest of the world

{Zeitlin, 1974 #3876}
(Brass and Buckhardt, 1993): 25% influence from formal
hiearchy, 25% from informal!
{Weber, 1922 [1968] #3736}
Weberian Theories

Bureaucratic structures as an ideal type

Development of discretion, as an abuse of power

Institutional
Perspectives

A functional approach, but functions not
defined economically (resource dependence)
but organizationally

{Crozier, 1964 #2528}

{Selznick, 1949 #3547}

Unanticipated consequences of org. commitments
Normative
Theories

functional benefits of such control

Much research focus on departing from such type

need to establish a culture
norms
acceptance

Is it more than simply Institutionalization of resource dependence ???
power around paradigmatic frameworks that
define meaning of org. actions and decisions

Proposed by Brown (1978)

see symbolic management in *+{Pfeffer, 1978 #406}
Political
Cultural
Approaches

Interaction with neo institutionalist *+{Meyer, 1977 #3205} {Powell, 1991 #418} with strong cognitive focus
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P-Pol

*+{Fligstein, 1990 #173}

{Thornton, 1999 #5347}

Functional backgrounds of management associated to conception of of control
power strugles related to cultural strugles
change in institutional logic influence determinants of executive power

(C)opyright Fabrice Cavarretta, 2003-2005
All maps from http://ot.cavarretta.com
see micro politics French
high level of energy or stamina {Mintzberg, 1983 #4521}
factors of willingness to engage in influence attempts: dominance, power motive, machiavellianism
"how to be
motivated
to influence
others"

Personal
sources

need for power
*{House, 1991 #253} argues personal characteristics play a role

activity inhibition
charisma

Personal characteristics such as need for power activity inhibition and charisma *{House, 1991 #253}
Critique: attribution error when overlooking situational factors of leaders?
""how to use power resources"
assertiveness, ingratiation, rationality, exchange,
upward appeal, coalition formation

+{Kipnis, 1988 #5337} identified 6 influence tactics

focus on framing the issue or controlling the agenda

+{Pfeffer, 1992 #3360}

Behavioral

order and timing also crucial
perception are important: apparent association to powerful people better predictor than real one!!!

*{Kilduff, 1994 #5064}
Intraorganization
{Brass,
2002
#4535}

"how to control the resource"
see above formal and network
Indirect influence – two step leverage {Gargiulo, 1993 #5341}
Power function of structure of opportunities (mobility) and demographic similarities with powerful groups
Organizational
Demography
+{Kanter, 1977
#4751}

Structural

Homosocial reproduction / Homophily at work
Men get greater network returns from similar
individual and positional resource, and from
homophilous relationships

+{Ibarra, 1992 #4882}

*{Ocasio, 1994 #385}

Obsolescence and contestation lead to power circulation

about rise of finance presidents

+{Fligstein, 1987 #4066}

Institutionalist

{Brass, 2002 #4535}

We know two step leverage {Gargiulo, 1993 #5341}, but is power transitive?
Relative? Situational? Perceptual?
{Brass, 2002 #4535}
Issues

Power and Groups

{Brass, 2002 #4535}

frog-pond effects? (is it better to be powerful in a powerless
group, or the reverse?)

Contingent economic,
structural, institutional
factors of power
Control of
resources bring
power to groups

Theoretically so, but people perceive
it, and in absolute terms

{Brass, 2002 #4535}

ex: {Burt, 1998 #2427} states that upper manager get a better
return for their structural holes

+{Pfeffer, 1974 #3366}

university dept power depend on access to research grants

an elaboration of the coalition model of *+{Cyert, 1963 [1992] #126}

Level
Specific

does change in performance leads to change in power (as suggested by functionalists)?
Entrechment vs.

Org.
Power
{Ocasio,
2002
#4545}

Effect of
performance

Decoupling

*{Pfeffer, 1981 #407}

Existing contestation moderates effect of performance ?

Contestation

Issues

Can power holder institutionalize their
power, through structural means
(commitments, social relationship)

respond to outside pressure in a symbolic manner, but not
actually implemented (ceo compensation, stock buy
backs)

Roules and logic

*{Ocasio, 1994 #385}

{Westphal, 1998 #4576}

Under economic hardship, is it the functional (change) or
institutional (apply existing rules) that will prevail ?
Cohesion

Cohesion vs. conflict in dominant coalition
conflict

coleman
fligstein
burt
ocasio 99

Selznick
Early model 49-70

Thompson McEwen 1958: cooperations bt orgs: Coalition, bargaining , co-optation
Political Economy perspective {Zald, 1970 #4394}
Pfeffer Salancik
Ressource dependence
Linkages

Theoretical Advances 70s-80s

"Structural Autonomy"

dependence can be mutual; unbalance is the issue!

Institutions

Institutions: out of bounds?
Institutions: comparison

{Burt, 1983 #4151}: profit accrue to those in sparse position, which
dependent from crowded niches

but institutional: no power, pure socialization

+{White, 1981 #5030}

+{Baker, 1990 #2284} studies corporation relationships with their investments banks, with
an optimal at the mix of arms length (market) and socialized (white). Normally, this

p
g (
)
(
)
y,
uncertainty would be integrated in governance structure if internalization was possible.
Inter
orgs
{Mizruchi,
2002
#4555}

diffusion of firm behavior through network ties

Take benefit of resource dependence, network and institutional framework

Mimicry between firms, more through structural equivalence / social comparison than by cohesion
Recent Trends

+{Haunschild, 1993 #2830}

Mimicry more by cohesion?

Organizational control

Example of applications

+{Galaskiewicz, 1991 #2674}

*+{Fligstein, 1990 #173}

Role of financial institutions

Dominance of financial institutions over
corporate america

+{Mintz, 1981 #3222}

But declining

if declining role of financial institutions {Mintz, 1985 #4087}, who replaces it ?
Can it be institutional investors? {Useem, 1996 #3838}
Future Directions

Could it be that there is no single group of dominant actors ? *{Davis, 1997 #134}
Or go to the international level (no more national locus)

{Wrong, 1976 #5724}“ Power as a capacity or under use? “Power is usually defined as a
capacity to control others. The evidence that a person or group possesses the capacity is
the frequency with which successful acts of control have been carried out in the past”
Actual use
or
potential
power?

Potential vs. Action

"To have a power advantage is to use it" *+{Emerson, 1962 #161}, p.67
Brass studies correlation between structural position and tactics

certain tactics associated with positions

but that does not explore whether power is exhibited, or accrue a rent by its implicit existence!
“there seems to be general consensus that . . . potential power is different from actually exerted power"
{March, 1966 #5792}

necessity for an activation
beware of not mixing power with chance

power should not be residual!!!

centrality precedes power
{Burkhardt, 1990 #5410}

power accrues to those in position of power

Debates

diffusion changed the social structure!
power accrues to those in position of power

*{Pfeffer, 1981 #407}

Changes in power

power rather stable, except for exogenous shocks *{Barley, 1986 #31}
except Buckhardt and Brass (1990) few studies of how the power is redistributed over time
{Zeitlin, 1974 #3876}
Dependence
vs.
elite
social
ties

Board interlock not power relationship (since intraclass) but dominance mechanism

Then, if an interlock breaks, it should not be
reconstituted (not functional, but derives from social
relationship)

{Palmer, 1983 #3329} finds that links not reconstituted in 4 years

But what about "functional reconstitution", where an equivalent interlock is activated?:
then reconstitution goes up to 50% in 4 years
see Mizruchi 1996 for a full review of power dependence vs. social ties among elites
arguments in interlock literature

Co-optation vs. Control

How much control is released by co-opting an organization onto one is dependent?
Pfeffer note that TVA in Selznick had to divert its original goals
{Ocasio, 2002 #4545}

How to integrate various perspective?

Issues/ Critique

Underemphasis of power?

Propose "political capital", as an agregate of other capital
(human, resources, social, etc.)

see in instit

if one can gain power by association, could someone
also loose power by association?
we know individual benefit of group power, but reverse
is not much studied, and full interaction neither

{Brass, 2002 #4535}
{Brass, 2002 #4535}

1. Instit
Deported

2. Network
3. Evol
*{Cyert, 1963 [1992] #126}

"goal elaboration through coalition"

6. Cognitive
*{March, 1988 #335}

business firm as political coalition

4.power
11. Cogn/Att

14. Interpersonal

16. Group Inter
18. Power Influence

see *{Lee, 2001 #318} in interpersonal

see *{Lee, 2001 #318} in interpersonal

stereotyping and power: Fiske, S. (1994) - Controlling other people (Mortensen)
see all discussion about personal power in power and politics
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